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For phase encoding within a given polarization state, one
could start by splitting a coherent state ji into a two-





















































)=2. Demonstration of the se-
curity of the ciphering scheme in both kinds of physical
encoding, polarization or phase, can be treated with the
same formalism and leads to the same result.
Let us analyze the phase ciphering, applied by the same
modulator generating the bit sequence. The ciphering
angle 

could have  as a discrete or a continuous vari-
able determined by some general distribution. A ciphered












i and the cor-
responding density operator for all possible choices of 
is 
b




that an eavesdropper (Eve) can achieve in bit
determination, given that ciphered states are used.
No restriction is imposed on the physical devices avail-
able to Eve, including perfect detectors and unlimited
computational power. A close-to-source attack is consid-
ered, where no losses have yet occurred that normally
would during propagation of the signal. These are the
ideal conditions for an eavesdropper.




is given by Helstrom's binary discrimination












= I) the projectors over eigenstates with the






























, respectively. In one of Yuen's scheme,[8]
closest values of a given k are associated with distinct










; k = 0; 1; :::;M  1. In this
encoding protocol, two closest neighboring states repre-
sent distinct bits. Figure 1 shows the minimumprobabil-




goes very fast to the asymptotic pure-guessing
limit of 1=2 as M increases. The quantum noise present
in the coherent state of light is what turns these states
indistinguishable to an eavesdropper.
Bob, on the other hand, by knowing the key has a
more complete information on the state of light sent and
can extract the information with great precision. His


















as a function of M for jj
2
= 2; 10; 50; 100.




is negligible, leading to an excellent signal
recovery by Bob.
Note that the present analysis does not include Eve's
attacks using trial keys, which would be exponentially
complex. Also, the stream cipher output in the system is
not open to observation, thus its seed key is not open to
the usual known plaintext attacks. The complete security
analysis for the most general attacks would be presented
elsewhere.
This scheme opens up the path for long-distance secure
communication based on protection by physical laws in-
stead of mathematical complexities.
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